
At the close of each academic year, I have made it my (rather 

quirky) tradition to do a bit of a “walkabout” on the campus 

that has been such a significant and intense part of my life in the 

preceding months.  I started this custom, this annual solitary 

trek, when I was first a professor. 
 

I have not as of yet taken this annual stroll around Beacon, 

largely because the campus has not yet come to rest.  There 

will be ample time in June, when most of the campus is 

renewing itself for yet another academic cycle; it is, so to 

speak, the quiet phase in the collegiate “circle of life” and 

distinct to the academic enterprise. 
 

What do I do on these annual “walkabouts?”  Well, I think and reflect mainly; there is 

a fair amount of admiration and personal gratitude that emerges and accompanies me 

along the way.   Like any good trekker (which, unfortunately, I am not), I follow, as I 

have on four other campuses preceding Beacon, the routes of daily campus life that 

had been bustling with students, faculty, and staff just weeks previously. 
 

You might inquire, “What do you intend to see?” I won’t “see” many people, which is 

precisely as it should be on a solitary walk of this sort.  What I will take hold of, 

however, is both the “sense of place” that defines the College and, equally important, 

the tangible (but inanimate) expression of our sense of purpose at Beacon: our 

facilities, our technology, and our public spaces. 
 

In reality, facilities and such are best understood as educational outcroppings among 

serious academic communities, for the real and enduring value of an institution is in its 

people, in their interactions, and in the causes they hold dear.  And so, in my annual 

“walkabouts,” I choose to admire and reflect not on the facilities and spaces 

themselves, but what has been accomplished throughout the academic year because 

these structures and places exist and make a difference. 
 

It has been my practice to be more methodical than haphazard in these annual outings. 

If I commence my journey by stepping into the facility we know as our Student 

Services Building, I will certainly assess how the physical structure has weathered the 

year and what improvements may be made.  But my mind’s eye will transport me back 

to the moments this year when the community animated this space: the gatherings, 
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the forums, April’s Performance Club, and the afternoon many in the community came together for a “group 

shot” to wish our friend Brian Kaminski a speedy and full recovery. 
 

I will make my way down Main Street, entering each building with an eye toward assessing its year-end 

condition, but recalling what people do here.  Understandably, these personal moments of reflection fuel the 

justifiable emotions of admiration and pride…the mid-day bustle of activity in the Stoer Building…the 

attendance and buzz around exhibit openings at the Mason Art Center…the palpable energy of the Library 

environment and the staff-inspired space dedicated to preserving and highlighting the College’s founding and 

growth…the transforming power of the classrooms, the Math Lab, the Writing Center…the daily influence on 

and shaping of students’ lives and futures by Career Development…the care extended to keep pace with the 

community’s appetite for all things technology.  I will behold the structure, equipment, and props, but being on 

a “walkabout,” which by definition, is a quest of reflection and discovery, the spaces will have meaning only in 

the context of what people do in them, how their lives are made better because these environs and this 

institution are there. 
 

The Chopping Block will be still, and although I am not a lunch person myself, Chef and his staff’s “specials” 

were anticipated and celebrated daily.  Never did I enter this communal space this year when I was not struck 

by the unique environment that welcomes all upon entering as Institutional dining pervades contemporary 

higher education; at Beacon, the place where we renew and break bread is refreshingly and gratefully “family 

style.”  No better place could I then proceed following our dining atmosphere than to our Fitness Center, 

where I will ponder the current and future recreational needs of our students. 
 

To venture the north-south corridor of the campus, my pace will likely quicken along Palmetto Street.  It is a 

half-mile distance between our major student residences, Woodward and the Village Apartments.  These are 

the sanctuaries of student life at Beacon where social growth, the daily routines of adulthood, and bonds of 

friendship that endure a lifetime take root and mature.  Without contemplating the scope of personal 

achievements and struggles experienced here by each student-resident, and the undergraduate culture that 

unfolded in these campus spaces over the course of the past year, an appreciation of the Beacon experience 

would assuredly be incomplete. 
 

On my return to Beacon Hall, I will pass properties that, having been secured just prior to this past academic 

year, will help frame and define Beacon’s future.  The Railway Station and the Herlong/James parcels await the 

new lives, reincarnations if you will, in service to the Beacon community.  The Board’s plans are that these 

parcels serve important student uses as our enrollments grow and our campus and services expand. 
 

I will stroll into the Palmetto Building, where the important work of recruiting a new class of Beacon 

undergraduates has been underway in earnest since September.  Our Admissions and Financial Aid staff, and 

the student ambassadors integral to the recruitment process, have been dauntless in this pursuit.  I can say 

with the confidence of a veteran that the fruits of their year’s labor will be telling as we welcome upon our 

return a new and robust incoming class.  A new Beacon generation begins! 
 

And, so, returning to the office, my annual “walkabout” will conclude.  After consuming a requisite exertion- 

and heat-inspired bottle of water, I will sit quietly and reflect on the pilgrimage of the previous hours.  I expect 

that I will be satisfied that Beacon College still stands, and that, with the customary sprucing up of our well-

used facilities over the summer, we will be ready and waiting for the new academic year.  More importantly, 

however, is that I will have had a moment of solitude to consider and admire how in these campus spaces 

students’ lives have been changed forever and new options opened.  I will have reflected on the significant 

focus and work of the faculty and staff who made this all happen.  I will be understandably proud and grateful 

that I have been granted the privilege of being part of it all.   
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